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Classicism and modern ur-
banism achieve a symmetry
in this open-air plaza.
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Project: Pioneer Courthouse Square.
Program: The public plaza in the heart of the
city is to be designed for a walkway, waiting
area for public transportation, and haven
from the activity of the business community.
It could offer as well an arena for public ex-
hibitions, a small theater, a place for public
address, a bandstand, a cafe, and a small con-
servatory.
Site: One square block facing the old Pioneer
Courthouse in the business district, Portland,
Or.
Solution: The architects selected brick as the
surface, a material they could carry beyond
the actual limits of the square. In extending
its surface into traffic lanes and sidewalks, the
square likewise extends its refuge and be-
comes less exclusive. Columns on the south
side of the square support colored awnings
that shield waiting transit passengers from
the damp Portland weather. Beyond this en-
trance point is a raised terrrace and monu-
mental stairway. The north end of this stair-
way contains a terra-cotta arch which is the
entrance to a lower enclosed level. Exhibits,
storage area, a small theater, and public facili-
ties could be housed here. The archway itself
is an ideal spot for public address.

On the upper level, behind this arch, are
two tinted glass pavilions writh arbors of climb-
ing roses, and a glass-roofed, terraced per-
gola with channels of running water. A small

amphitheater to the east can be adapted to
use as a stage, bandstand, or simple seating
area. The north side of the square, an arrival
point for transit passengers, is less ordered,
with trees sometimes replacing columns and a
smaller awning. In all of these instances, the
classical references of the square achieve a
balance with the more regional, contempo-
rary elements, vital to the modern urban
square. All of these different areas and func-
tions frame the central, open space of the
square, ideal for larger public events.
Construction materials and methods: Brick
paving, terra-cotta-clad columns and arch,
fabric awnings, bronze and tinted glass pavil-
ions.

Jury comments
Stein: One thing that it's done, in quite a
good manner, on a site that slopes as dra-
matically as this, is always to keep these street
levels in a good relationship with the public
space. I think that the device of using a
semicircle to reconcile the two elevations here
is handled rather nicely. It requires a fairly
formal space in recognition of the formality
of the courthouse building. I don't think it's
an axial space, and I don't think the rest of
the square is an axial square.
Giurgola: It is very episodic; I have some
doubt about the resulting character.
Bacon: I don't like it; it's a very good example
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of the consequences of the current fashiona-
ble cliches failing to understand the funda-
mentals of urban design.
Frasca: It's potentially the most important
urban space in Portland. I believe it addresses
most of the issues in terms of what that space
ought to do. The streets have to go through;
transit malls at either end are a fact. The de-
sign team has done a very good job of con-
taining it at the edges and still letting people
and activity be seen through it. You can argue
about the geometry of the elements, but I
think those problems are minor.
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